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vLex's awards and recognition

Overall Legal Research Solution Provider of the Year 
at the 2022 LegalTech Breakthrough Awards

Virtual Legal Assistant Solution of the Year
at the 2021 LegalTech Breakthrough Awards for Vincent AI

Excellence in Litigation and Data Science Finalist 
at the Legal Innovation Awards Finalists 2021

Disruptive Technology of the Year Finalists 
at the Legal Innovation Awards 2022

Excellence in Legal Publishing Nominee
for the Hugh Lawford Award 2021

Winner of the Lifetime Contributor Award for 

Masoud Gerami, Managing Director, vLex Global Markets
at the Legal innovation Awards 2022

Fancase 50 Award for Lluis Faus,

Co-founder, CEO and Executive Chairman, vLex
for Innovators, Visionaries, and Leaders in Law, 2021



The world’s largest collection of legal 
information, on a single service

vLex is a leading provider of legal research technology and information, providing access to legal documents
from over 100 countries. vLex houses necessary case law, legislation, secondary resources, and legal news,
offering a first-class, comprehensive service to millions of legal professionals, academics and law students.
Behind the scenes, vLex develops large-scale artificial intelligence systems to bring together legal information
from over 750 publishers and sources to help users find the information they need.

About vLex

130,000,000+
Documents online

100,000+
Documents added daily

140+
Countries served

Overall Legal Research Solution 
Provider of the Year 2022

LegalTech Breakthrough Awards 2022. View all of our awards at vlex.com/about-us



Customers

9 out of the top 10 universities in 
the world for law subscribe to vLex

“Excellent materials”

Associate Professor, University Of Toronto, Canada

"The vLex platform enables students to engage
in advanced, efficient and comprehensive legal
research in clear and intuitive ways that are
transferable to careers in the legal profession"

Associate Professor, School of Law and
Government, Dublin City University

2,800,000+
Users worldwide

600,000+
Academic users

350+
Law schools

“The site draws from such a wide range of
sources that it’s more convenient to use than any
other site”

Law Student, Eugene Dupuch Law School, Bahamas



Coverage and products
A detailed overview of the products and
collections recommended for you.



The largest collection of UK Superior Court judgments

The largest collection of Irish judgments

The largest collection of Caribbean judgments

The largest collection of offshore judgments 

The largest collection of Latin American judgments

The largest collection of legal information from Mexico

The largest collection of official gazettes from Latin America

The largest collection of Spanish judgments

Comprehensive US state and federal judgments

Exclusive collection of South African materials

Exclusive Canadian case law, books and journals

Extensive collection of Southeast Asia content

Extensive coverage of other common law jurisdictions

Extensive content from mainland Europe

Discover more at vlex.com/coverage

Your world of legal intelligence

Updated daily

Thousands of documents are updated
or added to vLex each day with cross-
jurisdictional links to cited authorities. 

Unlimited search

Access search results from vLex's
entire database to reduce the risk of
important information being missed.

Custom notifications

Create and manage tailored email
notifications specific to your work,
clients, and interests.

750+ publishers

Discover a wide range of books and
journals from authoritative publishers,
enriched with links and citations. 

2,500+ sources

vLex includes up-to-date content from
thousands of legal sources,
automatically added to provide you
with primary and secondary 
sources, together. 

Coverage overview

vLex connects the world’s legal resources and brings together authoritative information from thousands of
publishers and sources around the world to reduce the risk of important information being missed. With the
world’s largest collections of legal information, covering over 100 countries, on a single service, vLex is the
leading legal information discovery service. 

Only available from vLex

vLex brought together thousands of data sources from
around the world to offer its customers authoritative and up-
to-date legal content. vLex's collections contain cases,
legislation, books, journals, and information not available
from other providers. 

A selection of coverage available from vLex:



vLex offers the most comprehensive collection of legal materials from around the world, accessible all on
one award-winning legal research service, with cross-jurisdictional linking between citations to ensure you
can easily navigate between cases and quickly find the information you need. 

Access enhanced collections of 
primary and secondary materials

Deep-dive into local and 
national laws from a wide 
range of countries to gain a 
comprehensive 
understanding of the law.

Comparative 

Only with vLex can you 
search across legal documents 
with cross-jurisdictional 
links, translation and 
comparative tools.

Coverage overview

Provincial  International 

vLex provides access to an
extensive collection of coverage
from international courts, and
secondary material focused on
international legal topics.



The largest collection of UK and Irish judgments available anywhere online
Extensive coverage from across Asia-Pacific regions, including Australia, New
Zealand, India, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, and more 
Exclusive Canadian collection of books and journals, alongside case law

The Times Law Reports, The English Reports, and international law reports from
South Africa, Jersey, Ireland, and many more regions
Exclusive access to the Cayman Islands Law Reports and Bermuda Law Reports
Academic and international collections of books and journals 
Over 1,300,000 books and journals available on vLex
Collections from ABA, Bloomsbury, Irwin Law, and many more publishers

Over 1,000,000 full-text cases and legislative provisions 
Coverage dating back further than any other provider
UK High Court dockets, updated daily
Reported and unreported cases, directly from UK court transcribers

Largest collection of Latin American judgments
Largest collection of legal information from Mexico
Largest collection of official gazettes from Latin America
Largest collection of Spanish judgments
Extensive content from mainland Europe

The largest collection of common law

Exclusive law reports, books and journals

The largest collection of UK law

The largest collection of civil law

Featured coverage 

Exclusive content,
only available on
vLex.

Over 10,000 UK 
cases not 
available 
anywhere else.

vLex have the
largest collection
of unreported
judgments
anywhere online.

Coverage overview

The most
authoritative law
reports from around
the world.



United Kingdom
Inc. Channel Islands
Guernsey

Isle of Man

Jersey

England

Northern Ireland 

Scotland

Wales

Coverage by country and region

North America
Canada

Mexico

United States

Latin America
Andean Community 
Argentina

Bolivia

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Costa Rica

Cuba

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

El Salvador

Guatemala

Honduras

Mercosur

Netherlands Antilles 

Nicaragua

Panama

Paraguay

Peru

Uruguay

Venezuela

The Caribbean
Anguilla

Antigua and Barbuda

Bahamas

Barbados

Belize

Bermuda

British Virgin Islands

Dominica

Grenada

Guyana

Jamaica

Montserrat

Puerto Rico

St. Kitts and Nevis

St. Lucia

St. Vincent and the Grenadines

The Cayman Islands

Trinidad and Tobago

Turks and Caicos

Asia and Oceania
Australia

Bangladesh

Bhutan

Cambodia 

China

Cook Islands

Fiji

Hong Kong

India

Indonesia 

Japan 

Malaysia

New Zealand

Pakistan

Philippines

South Korea

Singapore

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Taiwan 

Uzebkistan 

Vietnam

Vanuatu 

Comprehensive or exclusive coverage

Extensive coverage

Selective coverage

New content is added to vLex every day. Explore all products at vlex.com/coverage 

Coverage overview

Africa
Algeria

Botswana

Ethiopia 

Ghana

Mauritius

Morocco 

Namibia

Nigeria

Seychelles

South Africa

Tanzania

Uganda

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Europe
Albania

Andorra

Austria

Belgium

Bosnia & Herzegovina

Bulgaria

Croatia 

Cyprus 

Czech Republic

Denmark

European Union

Estonia 

Finland 

France

Germany

Gibraltar 

Greece 

Hungary 

Ireland

Italy

Latvia

Liechtenstein 

Lithuania 

Luxembourg

FYR Macedonia

Malta 

Netherlands

Norway 

Poland

Portugal

Romania

Serbia 

Slovakia 

Slovenia 

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Ukraine

Middle east and Russia
Azerbaijan 

Iran 

Iraq 

Israel 

Jordan 

Lebanon

Qatar 

Russian Federation 

Saudi Arabia

Turkey 

United Arab Emirates 



United Kingdom
Inc. Channel Islands
United Kingdom Core

CCH Tax Cases

Commercial Law Cases

English Reports

Family Court Reports

Immigration Appeal Reports

Inquest Law Reports

ICLR Law Reports*

Jersey Law Reports

Mental Health Reports

Session Cases

State Trials

Times Law Reports

Higher Court Dockets

Product list

Europe
European Package Core

European Union Core

Human Rights Cases

France Premium Core

Ireland Core (Inc. Dockets)

Irish Reports and Digest

Irish Tax Reports

Italy Premium Core

Portugal Premium Core

Spanish Premium Core

The Caribbean
Caribbean Core (Inc. CariLaw)

Puerto Rico Premium Core

The Bermuda Law Reports

The Cayman Islands Law Reports*

Caribbean Books and Journals

North America
Canada Core

Irwin Law Collection

Maritime Law Book

US Core

US Jury Verdicts

Mexico Premium Core

Mexican Dockets

Africa
South Africa Core*

South Africa Appellate Decisions*

South Africa Criminal Reports*

South Africa Law Reports*

International collections
Academic Collection*

Aspinall’s Maritime Law Cases

Bar Collection

Global News

International Law Reports

International Courts Collection

Common Law Books and Journals 

ABA Collections

Emerald Collections

Wiley Collections

SAGE Collection

Recommended products for you

*Only available for select regions

New content is added to vLex every day. Please contact us for the most 

up-to-date product listing. Explore all products at vlex.com/coverage  

Product items

Asia and Oceania
Australia Core

New Zealand Core

India Core

Southeast Asia Core

Singapore Academy Collection*

Latin America
Argentina Premium Core

Brazil Premium Core

Chile Premium Core

Colombia Premium Core

Latin America Package Core

Peru Premium Core

Venezuela Premium Core

Full product descriptions for recommended collections are listed in the appendix.



Enhanced educational 
and research tools
A detailed overview of the award-winning technology 
available from vLex to enhance your legal research.



Virtual Legal Assistant
Solution of the Year 

By combining human search behaviour with
machine speed, vLex's legal research assistant,
Vincent, enables researchers to go beyond
traditional research methods with easy-to-use
technology to save time and enhance their work. 

Documents will be read by Vincent in seconds to
identify content and citations, and also to locate
important information, such as key phrases and
party names. Vincent will then return a unique set
of highly relevant search results, a process which
would have otherwise taken hours.

Vincent AI

“Research that would normally 
take hours now takes minutes."

Library Manager & Executive Director, 
Waterloo Region Law Association

The real power of this smart tool comes from its
integration with vLex’s extensive collection of
global legal information. This provides an
advantageous starting point for any research, and
ensures that millions of important documents are
being considered each time Vincent is used.

Visit vlex.com/vincent to learn more.



Accessibility tools and 
language translation

vLex offers reading and text editing tools to assist you
with your legal research. Document translation features
also allow you to instantly view, download or save a
document in 14 languages. When a document has been
translated, you will still have access to the same level of
features and functionality.

Visual learning and 
research tools 

The vLex Precedent Map displays a visual
representation of related cases, and allows you to filter
by area of law to ensure that you are looking at the most
relevant information. This streamlines the research
process as it helps you to quickly identify areas where
further research should be prioritised. 

Research tools

Annotations, notes and
organisational tools 

Organisational tools in vLex allow you to organise your
legal research into personalised folders and favourites
tabs, highlight text and add annotations to a document,
integrate your own documents using vLex Cloud, bring
vLex functionality into Word with vLex for Word, as well
as print, share and download documents.

Link directly to 
other sources 

vLex links to over 100 other online commercial and free
sources, including Westlaw and Lexis*. This means that
you only need to search on vLex to search across your
other case law subscriptions. 



Research tools

Administrative tools

Organisations with a vLex account can designate an
admin user. This person will have the ability to manage
the subscription for the entire organisation or institution, 
as well as create, review and delete users, see usage
statistics, IP access, SSO access, and much more. The
vLex team provides a range of training opportunities to
support this function.

Sign-in options

vLex provides many different sign-in options, so there is
something to suit everyone. The standard way to
access the service is to go to the vLex website, select
Sign In, and enter your username and password.
Alternatively, other sign-in options include using IP
recognition, EZProxy or WAM Proxy, OpenAthens via
your institution, Microsoft Active Directory, or linking
social accounts, such as Google, Facebook and Twitter.

MARC files and integrations

All vLex content has been catalogued using MARC 21
standards (.mrc) which can be directly incorporated into
library catalogues. MARC 21 records are available for all
books, journals and magazines. A variety of integration
tools are also available on vLex, including the citation
management tool, Refworks, COUNTER, EndNote, a
Google Chrome extension, and much more.

Usage statistics

Administrators can view and download usage statistics for
all users that are registered on their account. To access
these statistics, go to the Manage corporate accounts tab,
and then select Statistics on the left-hand side. On this
screen, you will see usage from across the last 18
months and the last 30 days. To download the statistics,
select the Download CSV button.



Discover all features

vLex offers online demonstrations and free
trials to legal professionals and law firms.
Contact the team today to book your
demonstration and learn how vLex can
enhance your legal research.

Search and discovery 
Intelligent search bar

Browse search

Advanced search

Boolean search

Search history

Jurisdiction settings

Citation and sources*

Key number search*

Vincent AI

vLex Cloud

vLex Chrome Extension

Enterprise APIs

Feature list

Integrations and applications
For a full list of integrations, visit

vlex.com/integrations

Research and analysis* 
Key passages 

Quotations viewer 

Cited authorities

Cited in lists (Subsequent citations)

Treatment types

In-force and repealed notifications

Reference lists

Precedent map 

vLex for Microsoft Word

Included with all subscriptions

Available as an add-on

*Available for select regions and documents

Product items

Language tools
Automatic language translation

Compare translations side-by-side

Productivity and accessibility 
Folders and organisational tools

Annotations and notes

Download options

Sharing via email and social

Share directly to reference managers

Printing options

Favourite cases and documents

Reader mode

Text size and alignment

*Feature availability will vary across different regions
and document types, depending on the content of the
legal information. Book an online demonstration to
discover all features.

Stay up to date
Custom email alerts

Smart news feed

Smart topics*

vLex mobile app*

Follow dockets/documents*

Legislation and regulations
Version index*

View versions side-by-side*

Amendments*

Cited authorities

Consolidated text*

New features are added

frequently. Please contact vLex

to book an online demonstration.



Getting started
How to get started with vLex, book your
personalised demonstration and more.



Start your vLex journey today 

Getting started

Your vLex journey

vLex has a wide range of resources and experts available
around the world to ensure you and your organisation are
fully supported. 

Book an online demonstration 

Contact your local vLex office 
vlex.com/contact

Start a free trial

Meet your account manager

Receive personalised online training* 

Access online learning resources
vlex.com/all-resources

Explore vLex products online
explore.vlex.com

Start your subscription

Receive ongoing online and phone support*
support.vlex.com

Access all new material added to 
vLex for your subscribed products* 

Access all new features added to vLex* 
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Add new products to your 
subscription at anytime

*Online training support will vary depending on the size and location of your
firm and subscription type. New features and documents added to vLex may
only be available for select regions or certain types of legal documents.



Access a wide range of learning resources
online, including guides, videos, a calendar
of upcoming webinars, and much more.

Learn more at vlex.com/all-resources

Online resources

Explore all of the content available online from
vLex, by region or collection, using the vLex
Content Explorer. 

Visit explore.vlex.com 

Explore vLex's products

Suitable for individuals and teams, vLex's personalised, online
demonstrations provide you with an opportunity to explore content
and features that are relevant to you, and enable you to ask vLex
experts about pricing, plans and additional support. 

Contact vLex to book your demonstration: vlex.com/contact

Book your online demonstration 

Getting started

Free trial

Following your online
demonstration, the vLex team will
set you up with a free trial so that
you can experience all of vLex's
features, content and benefits in
your own time.



Individual access 

For some regions, vLex offers online 
subscriptions for individual accounts. 
The cost will vary depending on your 
location and the content included in 
your subscription. Contact vLex 
directly for transparent pricing for 
individual access. 

Pricing and plans

Contact your local vLex office to receive a 
quick quote based on the products you need. 

Organisation access

For organisations, consortium and
multi-office subscriptions, vLex offers
full account management, setup, and
ongoing support. This includes a
personalised account manager,
training and access to our wider
support and technical resources.

All online resources

Live chat support

vLex Knowledge Base

Personalised account manager 

Phone support 

Personalised training webinars 

Federation and SSO options

API availability 

Usage reports 

All integrations (if available)

All online resources

Live chat support

vLex Knowledge Base

Personalised account manager 

Phone support 

Personalised training webinar 

Federation and SSO options

API availability 

Usage reports 

All integrations (if available)

Getting started

Educational pricing

vLex.com/contact



hello@vlex.com | +44 (0) 20 7284 8080

General enquires

Contact us

support@vlex.com | +34 900 649 672

Continental Europe

hello@vlex.com

Asia-Pacific

hello@vlex.com | +1 343 700 0450 

North America

support@vlex.com | +1 305 890 2982

Latin America

traininglondon@vlex.com

Training

helpdesklondon@vlex.com

Help and support

press@vlex.com

Press and media

Getting started



Appendix
A detailed overview of the products and
collections recommended for you.



United Kingdom products

United Kingdom Core 
The vLex United Kingdom Core contains over one million full-text cases, as well as legislation, dockets, books, journals,
news, legal commentary, and court and tribunal forms. Access the largest collection of superior court judgments
available anywhere online, with cases dating back to 1163, and coverage of the full legislative history of the UK
provided from 1235. This unique collection of data is updated daily and was digitised and independently sourced from
the Ministry of Justice, Royal Courts of Justice, Advocates Library, and even individual barristers. The United Kingdom
Core also includes Scottish judgments from a number of courts, including the Court of Session and the High Court of
Justiciary, as well as over 15,000 cases from the courts of Northern Ireland, covering the Magistrates’ Court to the
Supreme Court of Northern Ireland. Coverage for Northern Ireland extends from 1922 to 2009 for the House of Lords
content, and from 2000 onwards for all other courts.

Products Explore all vLex products online, by region or collection, using

the vLex Content Explorer. Visit explore.vlex.com

Appendix: Product details

CCH Tax Cases
This series includes three of the leading dedicated tax law reports for the United Kingdom: British Tax Cases, British
Value Added Tax Cases (1973 – present) and Special Commissioners’ Decisions (1995 – present). It also provides
access to over 10,000 important tax cases dating back to 1875.

Commercial Law Cases
This series contains full law reports from the higher courts, chosen for their usefulness in advising commercial clients. It
covers a broad range of commercial and company topics, including competition, intellectual property, banking, and
insurance law. This series provides access to important cases dating back to 1991.

English Reports
Containing over 67,000 cases, the English Reports are the oldest collection of authoritative early law reports in
publication, dating back to 1220. The series contains nominated reports from the Privy Council, High Court of
Chancery, House of Lords, Court of the King’s Bench, Court of Exchequer Chamber, Crown Court, and more.

Family Court Reports
Access a comprehensive collection of reported cases relating to family law, dating from 1987 to present. This collection
was relaunched in 2018 and is published by Bloomsbury.

Immigration Appeal Reports
Dating back to 1972, the Immigration Appeal Reports contain over 2,400 authoritative and diverse cases concerning
immigration law and covering the application of EU law in the higher English courts.

Inquest Law Reports
A comprehensive collection of cases relating to all aspects of inquest law, dating back to 2004. This collection is largely
unreported elsewhere, and it is a valuable resource to anyone interested in inquest law.

Jersey Law Reports
An authoritative and definitive series of general law reports from Jersey, containing judgments from Jersey’s Royal
Court and appellate courts. This series is coupled with a collection of unreported cases from Jersey, and contains over
2,500 cases dating back to 1969.



United Kingdom products 

Session Cases Service and Archive
The Session Cases takes precedence over all other case law series in Scotland. With coverage starting in 1821, the
current series of Session Cases offers all decisions reported in full, checked and revised by presiding judges before
publication, from all the key appellate decisions, civil and criminal, from the Court of Session and High Court of
Justiciary in Scotland. In addition, selected cases decided at first instance and all decisions on Scottish appeals to the
Privy Council, the House of Lords and the Supreme Court are included. The database also includes Fraser’s Court of
Session Cases from 1898 to 1905, and Rettie’s Session Cases from 1873 to 1897, Macpherson’s from 1862 to 1872,
Dunlop’s from 1838 to 1861, and Shaw’s from 1821 to 1837.

Products Explore all vLex products online, by region or collection, using

the vLex Content Explorer. Visit explore.vlex.com

Appendix: Product details

State Trials
Access over seven centuries of higher criminal jurisprudence covering English trials relating to offences against the
state. This includes Cobbett’s State Trials and the New Series (Macdonell and Wallis), with additional material sourced
from the National Collections and the English (Nominate) Reports. The series features coverage between 1163 and
1858.

The Times Law Reports
Access all case reports published in The Times newspaper. This collection incorporates over 15,000 cases dating back
to 1987. Over 800 cases are published each year and come from a wide range of jurisdictions, including the UK courts,
the European Court of Human Rights and the International Court of Justice in the Hague.

UK Dockets
The dockets available on vLex include UK High Court dockets that date back to 2010, as well as Supreme Court and
Court of Appeal dockets from 2019 onwards. For the first time, this growing collection of over 200,000 UK dockets can
be accessed in one location. This enables researchers to locate information faster, reduces the risk of important
documents being missed and helps researchers gain a more comprehensive understanding of current and previous
matters. UK dockets on vLex are available for ongoing access, so researchers no longer need to pay per session, or
work to timed access restrictions as they would with traditional docket services. Larger organisations can also benefit
from multi-user access to significantly reduce the time it takes for different team members to search and retrieve
documents.

European products 

European Union Core
Access complete and up-to-date legal information from the European Union on an intuitive and easy-to-search platform,
designed by the first commercial database provider to partner with the European Commission. The vLex European
Union Core contains case law, international agreements, dockets, the Official Journal C series, treaties, complementary
legislation, preparatory acts and working documents, books, journals, news, national transposition measures, and
parliamentary questions.

European Court of Human Rights
Explore a collection of human rights case law and legislation from the Council of Europe. This series contains the
reports of all cases from the European Court of Human Rights going back to the court’s earliest judgment in 1960.



Products Explore all vLex products online, by region or collection, using

the vLex Content Explorer. Visit explore.vlex.com

Appendix: Product details

Ireland Core
The vLex Ireland Core contains the largest collection of Irish judgments available anywhere online, and offers
comprehensive, authoritative and up-to-date coverage of Irish law. This collection also contains the Justis Irish Cases
(JIC) and the Judgments in the Law Library (JILL). Exclusive partnerships with the Bar of Ireland and other key partners
ensure that select cases are uploaded onto vLex before other online providers. With both reported and unreported
cases, vLex’s legal editors exclusively prepare headnotes for cases handed down by the High Court, Court of Appeal
and Supreme Court, including catchwords and a digest of the salient points and decisions. The Ireland Core has also
been enhanced to include Irish court listings, or dockets, which are not limited by search or time constraints, and are
available alongside vLex’s ecosystem of tools and features that are designed to enhance research.

Irish Reports and Digests
The most authoritative series of Irish case law from 1838 to present, the Irish Reports are published by the Incorporated
Council of Law Reporting for Ireland. They are published alongside the Irish Digests series, which includes a
comprehensive record of cases published in The Irish Reports, The Northern Ireland Reports, The Irish Law Times
Reports, The Irish Law Reports Monthly, and more.

European products 

France Premium Core
Search across thousands of French legal documents, dating back to 1873, in the France Premium Core. This collection
contains content from the Constitutional Court, the Administrative Appeal Court, the State Council, the Court of
Cassation, and the Courts of First Instance, among many others. This collection is also accompanied by authoritative
books, journals, and blogs.

Irish Tax Reports
The Irish Tax Reports, published by Bloomsbury, are the only comprehensive collection of important tax cases from
Ireland, including cases dating back to the foundation of the State in 1922. This is an essential resource for anyone who
needs access to an authoritative collection of tax law from Ireland for their research.

Italy Premium Core
Containing over 70,000 legal documents, including laws, regulations, cases, books, journals, legal forms, blogs, and
official journals, the vLex Italian Core includes a wide range of important legal information from Italy, alongside
international coverage from over 100 countries, as well as the European Union.

Portugal Premium Core
 The Portugal Premium Core contains over 100,000 Portuguese documents. This includes content from the
Administrative Supreme Court, the Supreme Court, the Administrative Central Court, the Constitutional Court, and the
Court of Appeal. This collection also includes legislation, contracts, official journals, and books.

Spain Premium Core
A market-leading product for Spanish law, the Spain Premium Core contains in-depth legal coverage . This collection
includes case law, legislation and legal content from the Supreme Court, the Commercial Court, the Constitutional
Court, the Court of First Instance, the Superior Courts of Justice, the Criminal Court, the National High Court, and many
more. It also contains practical products such as editorially maintained  and  up-to-date   practice notes ,  checklists, legal
forms, and contracts.



The Cayman Islands Law Reports
The official Cayman Islands Law Reports date back to 1923, and include over 2,100 cases from the Grand Court of the
Cayman Islands and appellate courts, with comprehensive coverage from 1952. This series is a vital repository for
practitioners and librarians in the Caribbean, and it is exclusively available from vLex outside of the Cayman Islands.

Caribbean Books and Journals
Secondary sources from the Caribbean include:

Mindful Judging: Exploring the Impact of Intentional Awarenessing on Judicial Officers, explores the usefulness of
mindfulness as an aid to judicial officers in the discharge of their judicial function in Trinidad and Tobago, specifically for
the exercise of this function in the courtroom.

The Social and Economic Effect on The Bahamas 2000-2020 and The Statute Law of the Bahama Islands (1799-1965),
are both sourced from The Bahamas, discussing important legal issues and topics related to provincial law and
community. 

The Ian Randle collection of over 40 books, from a wide range of authors, covers a variety of legal topics including
family law, environment, maritime issues, conflict resolution, sexuality, social exclusion, human rights, cybercrime, and
much more. These books and articles cover both provincial legal issues and those that apply to the wider Caribbean
community. Significantly, vLex is the only service that offers access to these books alongside the case law that they
cite, making research easier and more efficient.

Products Explore all vLex products online, by region or collection, using

the vLex Content Explorer. Visit explore.vlex.com

Appendix: Product details

The Bermuda Law Reports 
The official Bermuda Law Reports are composed of over 2,600 considered cases from the Supreme Court and
appellate courts. They date back to 1956, with comprehensive coverage from 1986. This series offers a wealth of new
material and is a vital resource for researchers in the Caribbean and other offshore territories.

Caribbean products

The Caribbean Core (Inc. CariLaw)
The Caribbean Core collection contains over 60,000 judgments from 18 jurisdictions, and includes cases from multi-
jurisdictional courts such as the Caribbean Court of Justice, the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court, and the Privy
Council. This unique collection of data is updated weekly, and combines the exclusive CariLaw collection with vLex's
own historic coverage.

North American products

Canadian Core
Containing over 300,000 cases, dating back to 1876, the Canadian coverage available from vLex includes cases from
the Supreme Court of Appeal and appellate courts of Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, the
Northwest Territories, Nova Scotia, Nunavut, Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Yukon.

Puerto Rico Premium Core
Covering laws, regulations, cases, administrative decisions, books, journals, and newspapers, the vLex Puerto Rico
Core is an invaluable resource for any legal professional interested in Puerto Rican law. This extensive collection of
Puerto Rican legal information includes coverage of the constitutions of the United States and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, as well as judgments from the Supreme Court of Puerto Rico, the Appeals Court, US District Courts –
District of Puerto Rico, US Supreme Court, US Court of Appeals for the 1st Circuit, US Bankruptcy Court (1st Circuit),
and international courts.
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Argentina Premium Core
Access Argentinian legal documents, including case law, consolidated codes, legislation, the Official Gazette of the
Argentine Republic, provincial gazettes, federal and provincial court coverage, international treaties and bilateral
agreements, newspapers, legal forms, and much more, all on one service.

Latin American products

Latin America Package Core
The Latin America Package contains millions of legal documents from South and Central America, including federal
court documents from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela, and many more. This package
provides access to a comprehensive collection of essential cases from the higher courts of each region, and extensive
collections of national primary law and secondary materials.

North American products

Irwin Law 
The Irwin Law book collection brings an innovative approach to legal publishing that does more than outline the current
state of the law. Containing over 300 books and journals, this collection analyses the complex issues of the day in a
succinct and readable style, and in a manner that is probing and thoughtful. With a focus on Canadian law as well as
some international topics, the Irwin law collection covers a wide range of practice areas.

US Core
vLex houses over 20 million US legal documents, including state and federal case law, statutes, regulations and
legislation, administrative codes, specialist and federal court coverage, secondary resources, legal news, and
commentary from top law firms, all on one platform. Coverage extends across all 50 states, with district and circuit court
judgments available from the last 100 years. Access this authoritative material alongside leading law journals, reviews,
and collections from academic institutions and bar associations.

Mexico Premium Core
Explore federal and state case law, statutes and administrative codes with the Mexico Premium Core. This collection
contains specialised federal court coverage, including judgments from the Supreme Court, Circuit Courts,
Administrative Court, Judiciary Council, Electoral Court, Superior Court of State of Mexico, and international courts. The
Mexico Premium Core also contains doctrinal sources and legal news, as well as commentary from top law firms, all on
one platform.

Mexico Dockets
Access over 4 million Mexican dockets dating back to 2015, providing coverage of federal courts, as well as a range of
courts in Jalisco, Mexico City and Nuevo León. This collection is updated daily and can be accessed alongside the
largest collections of Mexican, Latin American and international legal information available online.

Brazil Premium Core
The vLex Brazil Core includes a vast range of legal information from the country, including legal news, laws,
regulations, official journals, administrative decisions, books, journals, state and judicial gazettes, as well as judgments
from the Federal Supreme Court (Supremo Tribunal Federal), Superior Court (Superior Tribunal de Justiça), federal
regional courts, and much more.



Colombia Premium Core
Curated from a variety of official sources, this collection of Colombian legal information includes judgments from the
Constitutional Court, Supreme Court, Council of State, Superior Judicial Council, Superior District Court, administrative
tribunals, and arbitration courts. The Colombia Premium Core also contains legislation, codes, regimes, statutes,
international treaties and agreements, official journals, dictionaries, and economic indicators.
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Latin American products

Chile Premium Core
The Chile Premium Core offers access to the largest collection of legal information from Chile, including official
legislation, case law, draft bills, official gazettes, regulations, and extensive court coverage. This includes judgments
from the Constitutional Court (Tribunal Constitucional), Supreme Court (Corte Suprema) and appeal courts (Cortes de
Apelaciones). This collection is updated daily, and includes books and journals from the biggest national publishers.

Peru Premium Core
The vLex Peru Core Collection contains a growing collection of important legal information, including legislation, official
gazettes, draft bills, regulations, case law, administrative decisions, books, journals, and newspapers. This unique
collection also contains judgments from the Constitutional Court (Tribunal Constitucional), Supreme Court (Corte
Suprema de Justicia), Superior Court (Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima), Tax Court (Tribunal Fiscal), Registry
Tribunal (Tribunal Registral), and international courts.

Venezuela Premium Core
The Venezuela Premium Core collection is an invaluable resource for any legal professional interested in Venezuelan
law. The collection contains legislation, codes, the Official Gazette of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, case law,
books, journals, blogs, newspapers, and extensive coverage of Venezuelan courts, including the Supreme Court of
Justice, superior and appellate courts, municipal courts, and courts of first instance.

Asia-Pacific products

Australia Core
The Australia Core contains over 70,000 full-text cases, dating back to 1957. This collection includes coverage from the
Federal Court, as well as the appellate courts of the Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, Northern Territory,
Tasmania, and Victoria. With new content added daily, vLex offers an unparalleled collection of law for Australian
research.

New Zealand Core
This collection of material from New Zealand contains over 45,000 full-text cases and includes all decisions of the
Supreme Court of New Zealand since it was established in 2004, Court of Appeal cases from 2003, and High Court
cases from 2005. Decisions from a range of tribunals are also included in this new collection, including the Disputes
Tribunal, the Immigration Advisers Complaints & Disciplinary Tribunal, the Real Estate Agents Disciplinary Tribunal,
and more. Updated weekly, the vLex New Zealand Core offers both reported and unreported judgments, including
exclusive cases from The Law Report, which contains important decisions of the higher courts across all major practice
areas. The Law Report brings headnotes and summaries to its collection of cases, which began in 2010.



Southeast Asia Core
This collection contains legal information from across Southeast Asia, providing extensive coverage of Malaysia,
Singapore and Hong Kong. Over 180,000 documents from Hong Kong are included in this collection, dating back to
1971 and covering the Court of Final Appeal, District Court, Family Court, Court of Appeal, and High Court.

The Southeast Asia Core also provides access to over 60,000 additional documents that date back to 1939 and cover a
wide range of practice areas from Malaysia’s many courts, and a unique collection of Singaporean content. This
collection is available alongside coverage from over 100 countries, including vLex’s UK collection, which contains full-
text cases and legislative provisions dating back further than any other provider.
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Singapore Collection
As well as an extensive collection of judgments in the Southeast Asia core, vLex also provides access to the Singapore
Academy Collection. This contains the Singapore Law Reports – a fortnightly report of all significant cases heard in the
Singapore Court of Appeal, High Court, and Constitutional Tribunal, selected by the Council of Law Reporting –
alongside the Singapore Academy of Law Annual Review (2000 onwards), and the Singapore Academy of Law
Academy Journal (1989 onwards). The database includes a reissue from 1965 to 2009, with new headnotes and
catchwords. This collection contains over 6,800 cases dating back to 1965.

Asia-Pacific products

India Core
Containing over 250,000 documents, the vLex India Core offers a unique collection of Indian legal information and
coverage from over 70 courts, including Supreme Courts, High Courts, Tribunals, Commissions and Boards. Alongside
case law, this collection provides access to government regulations, books, journals, and a selection of forms.

South African products

South Africa Core
With new content added frequently and accessible on an AI-powered legal research platform, vLex offers a unique
resource for anyone researching South African law. The South Africa Core contains over 80,000 full-text cases and is
provided by Juta, the largest publisher of South African legal information. Alongside coverage of the Constitutional
Court, Supreme Court of Appeal and divisions of the High Court, vLex also offers content from the superior courts of
Namibia and Zimbabwe, as well as South African news, expert legal commentary, books, and journals.

South African Appellate Division Reports
The reports of the Supreme Court of Appeal (previously the South African Appellate Division), including the complete
37-volume set of the Appellate Division Reports from 1910 to 1946. Judgments are presented as published in the
original Appellate Division Reports, with identical page breaks, making citations standard.

South African Criminal Law Reports
The most authoritative collection of criminal law cases from the superior courts in Southern Africa, which also includes a
number of acts and amendments that relate to criminal procedure. Cases are selected for the importance to the
practitioner in criminal law.



International collections

Academic Collection
The Academic Collection is a huge selection of content focusing on titles relevant to those doing academic legal
research. This valuable collection provides content from various disciplines, covering practice areas such as military
law, society, international law, data, information and media, and many more.
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South African products

South Africa Law Reports
Access the most authoritative series of South African Law Reports, widely referred to as the source of primary legal
precedent in South Africa. Judgments are carefully selected and edited with headnotes, legislative references and case
annotations.

Global News
As a reliable source of news on a local and international scale, the Global News product has enabled vLex to become
the only platform to offer links between news, case law, books, and journals, from over 100 countries, all on one
integrated platform. This product has been developed through exciting partnerships with some of the world’s leading
publishers, including NewsBank, The National Journal, The Atlantic, The Christian Science Monitor, Quartz, and Asia-
Net Pakistan, among many others.

International Law Reports
Discover the only publication which is entirely devoted to the regular and systematic reporting of decisions of
international courts and arbitrators, and judgments of national courts, in English. This collection contains over 10,000
cases from a vast variety of courts and countries, including cases from the International Court of Justice, Arbitration
Tribunals, United Nations Human Rights Committee, and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.

Common Law Books and Journals
The Common Law Books and Journals Collection provides access to an authoritative collection of vLex’s extensive
common law secondary sources. The collection spans across multiple jurisdictions and contains titles from some of the
world’s leading publishers, including Gale, Georgetown Law, Edinburgh University Press, WIPO, and many more.

ABA Commercial Collection
This growing and unique collection provides access to respected and authoritative journals covering multiple practice
areas and topics, including arbitration, litigation, intellectual property, international interests, tax and tax evidence, trust
compliance issues, commercial drone law, corporation law, wealth, trusts and estates, and more. In this valuable
collection, titles include the ABA Journal, Business Law, Intellectual Property Law, Intellectual Property Litigation,
Litigation Journal, The Tax Lawyer, and many more.

ABA General Collection
The ABA General Collection covers a wide range of topics and practice areas, including corporate law, immigration,
arbitration, data, information & media, criminal law, human rights, credit rights, forensic science, family law litigation,
civil rights litigation, international arbitration, international law, preparing witnesses, mental disabilities, criminal defence,
adoption, employee rights, transgender persons and the law, and much more. Titles in this valuable collection include
Family Law Litigation, Family Law Quarterly, International Arbitration, International Law, Privacy and Data Security, and
many more.



International collections

Emerald General Collection
The Emerald General Collection contains over 150 books and journals on legal topics, including international law,
property, banking and finance, education, human rights, immigration, health, criminal law, transportation, data,
information and media, and much more. Featuring titles such as Crime and Human Rights, Human Rights and Media,
International Journal of Law and Management, Journal of Financial Crime, Journal of International Trade Law and
Policy, Journal of Public Mental Health, Research in Law and Economics, alongside many more.

Emerald Commercial Collection
This valuable collection contains a selection of books and journals covering topics such as antitrust, competition,
monopolies, regulations, employment, corporate law, property, intellectual property, and more. Featured titles include
Antitrust Law and Economics, Competition Policies in Europe, International Business Law and Lex Mercatoria, Journal
of Property, Planning and Environmental Law, Music and Law, and The Political Economy of Antitrust.

Wiley Commercial Collection
The Wiley Commercial Collection contains books and journals on a wide variety of legal topics of local, national and
international importance. Titles covering employment, intellectual property, banking and finance, corporate interests,
society, energy, and much more are included in this growing and valuable collection. Titles available within this
collection include the American Business Law Journal, Canadian Copyright Law, Federal Grants & Contracts,
International Construction Contract Law, International Insolvency Review, Journal of Risk and Insurance, Negotiation
Journal, Oil and Energy Trends, Review of Income and Wealth, Risk Management and Insurance Review, and The
Journal of World Intellectual Property.

Wiley General Collection
The Wiley General Collection includes titles covering various areas of law including constitutional law, arbitration,
criminal law, international law, family law, society, corporate law, family law, property law, and more. Titles available
within this collection cover North American and European law, and titles include Criminology and Public Policy,
European Law Journal, Family Court Review, International Insolvency Review, Juvenile and Family Court Journal, Law
and Society Review, Negotiation and Conflict Management Research, The Handbook of Law and Society, The Howard
Journal of Crime and Justice, The Modern Law Review, and many more.

SAGE Collection
In this collection provided by SAGE, vLex users can access over 80 journals from the publisher, covering the UK, US
and India. Titles in this collection include Administration and Society, The Criminal Justice Policy Review, The
Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology, and The Journal of Criminal Law, among many others. 
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